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• Ever increasing interest in multiterminal VSC-HVDC systems

• HVDC protection - various technical challenges recently 
overcome:

• High power testing of HVDC circuit breakers

• R&D in overall protection systems (e.g. protection strategies) and 
other devices (e.g. protection IEDs)

• First multiterminal VSC-HVDC systems demonstrated, with multi-
gigawatt system to be operational this year.

HVDC protection systems – towards harmonisation

HVDC protection - introduction
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• Rapidly developing technology for multiterminal HVDC systems

• Existing systems typically manufactured (at least coordinated) by single organisation, but 
future large scale systems will be multivendor

• Future large scale HVDC systems expected to be multivendor – harmonisation required for: 
functional requirements, test procedures, terminology, system design methodologies, … 

• Harmonisation likely to bring advantages in confidence, speed of system design, time to 
market for future systems, …

• Yet, there are still many identified gaps in harmonisation 

• One of the aims of the PROMOTioN project is to contribute the outcomes of technical 
activities to harmonisation/standardisation 

HVDC protection systems – towards harmonisation

Towards harmonisation – the case for (further) harmonisation for 
HVDC protection systems
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• Wide range of protection related activities 
in PROMOTioN project

• This presentation covers aspects of 
protection system design, modelling, and 
secondary system (relay/IED) testing

• Other presentations today will cover other 
protection related topics, and further 
presentations on Friday related to control 
aspects. 

HVDC protection systems – towards harmonisation

HVDC systems – harmonisation activity within PROMOTioN
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• Development of HVDC protection systems (WP4)
• to develop a set of functional requirements for various DC grids

• to analyse a wide range of DC grid protection philosophies on a common set of metrics

• to identify the best performing methods for the systems under study

• to develop detailed protection methodologies for the selected methods

• to develop configurable multi-purpose HVDC protection IEDs to enable testing of the methodologies

• to investigate the key influencing parameters of protection systems on the cost-benefit evaluation

• Demonstration of HVDC protection systems (WP9)
• To integrate DC IEDs from WP4 and DCCB models from WP6 in real-time simulation environments.

• To develop DC grid benchmark models and test procedures for protection system testing.

• To demonstrate protection system performance using hardware in the loop real-time testing.

• To demonstrate primary and back-up DC protection and system level consequences of protection failure.

• To demonstrate equipment interoperability.

• To demonstrate DC grid restoration performance after protection process.

• Based on these technical activities, various harmonisation activities have been conducted 
or proposed: technical research topics leading to (recommendations for) harmonisation

HVDC protection systems – towards harmonisation

HVDC protection systems – technical topics within the 
PROMOTioN project
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• Contributions have focused on harmonisation / pre-harmonisation activities in the following 
organisations:

• CIGRÉ B4 (DC systems and Power Electronics)

• CIGRÉ B5 (Protection and Automation)

• IEC TC95 (Measuring relays and protection equipment)

• IEEE Standards Association

Specific topics where contributions have been made:

• Design of protection systems

• Application and specification of HVDC circuit breakers

• Performance evaluation of HVDC protection systems

• Communication protocols for HVDC protection systems

• Communication interfaces between HVDC protection devices

• Specification and functional testing of HVDC protection relays/IEDs

• Approach to modelling of HVDC circuit breakers

HVDC protection systems – towards harmonisation

Proposed (pre)harmonisation topics for HVDC protection systems
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•Protection system design is complex trade off between:
• DC protection equipment design and cost (e.g. DC circuit breaker 
topology, IED and algorithm)

• Protection strategy and associated control (philosophy)

• System impact

• Maturity of technology

•Key contributions to be considered for future harmonisation:
• Classification of fault clearing strategies 

• Classifying and describing protection algorithms, and associated 
protection IED activity

• Definition of concepts and terminology (e.g. equipment ratings, 
interfaces)

• Work towards multivendor interoperability

• Impact of protection system on cable overvoltage requirements

Targeted harmonisation groups:

•CIGRÉ JWG B4/A3-80, CIGRÉ B4/B1/C4.73, IEC TC95

HVDC protection systems – towards harmonisation

Design of protection systems
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•The requirements of an HVDC circuit breaker vary significantly depending on the 
application.

•The presented work examines different circuit breaker applications and identifies 
three generalised scenarios according to:
• HVDC system grounding
• Protection strategy (fully, partially or non-selective)
• Faults to be protected against (only pole-ground or also pole-pole)

•Each scenario has distinct implications on the HVDC CB requirements:
• Operation speed
• Current rating
• Energy dissipation

• It is proposed that a similar classification could be used to rate circuit breakers in 
future HVDC systems.

Targeted harmonisation groups:

•CIGRÉ JWG B4/A3-80

HVDC protection systems – towards harmonisation

Application and specification of HVDC circuit breakers
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• When evaluating protection system design, common metrics 
for comparison must be defined in order to provide a fair 
comparison

• Key performance indicators have been developed in order to 
enable this comparison:

Targeted harmonisation groups:

• IEC/TC115/WG15

HVDC protection systems – towards harmonisation

Performance evaluation of HVDC protection systems
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• Not all existing substation communications standards are suitable for multivendor and 
multiterminal HVDC protection

• Work performed includes the discussion of trade-offs and limitations of existing 
communication standards

• The main contribution to harmonisation is set of possible candidates for fast, reliable, and 
deterministic substation communication for multivendor and multiterminal HVDC protection.

• It is proposed that the presented recommendations are taken forward by a harmonization 
group in order to further investigate required standardisation for HVDC substation 
communication. 

Targeted harmonisation groups:

• IEC TC57, CIGRÉ B5

HVDC protection systems – towards harmonisation

Substation communication protocols for HVDC protection 
systems
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• Although existing protection systems are turnkey, 
future multivendor systems will require specification of 
interfaces between protection devices, e.g.:

• HVDC Protection IEDs (relays)

• HVDC circuit breakers

• HVDC converter stations

• The presented work focuses on the interfaces between 
the HVDC circuit breaker and the protection IED, 
including:

• Classification of circuit breaker functions to mandatory and 
optional

• Proposing standardised interfaces to enable both 
mandatory and options functions of HVDC circuit 
breakers.

Targeted harmonisation groups:

• CIGRÉ JWG B4/A3.80

HVDC protection systems – towards harmonisation

Communication interfaces between HVDC protection devices
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• HVDC protection IEDs (aka relays) are under development, but 
no harmonised specifications, functional requirements or 
functional test procedures have been defined – each of which is 
important to enable effective operation of a future multivendor 
protection system. 

• Work within the PROMOTioN project proposes functional 
requirements for HVDC protection IEDs, and develops test 
procedures for:

• Basic characteristic accuracy

• Dynamic performance testing

• Testing has been performed on academic and industrial 
prototypes demonstrating:

• Standalone accuracy, performance

• Performance of IEDs in overall system (including multivendor)

• Targeted harmonisation groups:

• IEC TC95, IEEE SA P2004, CIGRÉ B5

HVDC protection systems – towards harmonisation

Specification and functional testing of HVDC 
protection IEDs (relays)
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• Modelling of 3 different DCCB technologies has been performed in a 
coordinated way, including functional behaviour of the following HVDC 
circuit breakers:

• Hybrid IGBT based

• Hybrid thyristor based

• Mechanical 

• VARC

• Both detailed models for DCCB level studies and simplified models 
representative for system level studies have been developed. 

• Common modelling formats, interfaces and model verification approaches 
are expected to be useful for future designers and operators. 

• It is planned to release open source models.

Targeted harmonisation groups:

• Cigré JWG B4/A3-80

HVDC protection systems – towards harmonisation

Approach to modelling of HVDC circuit breakers
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•Information presented is just a brief introduction to many pieces of detailed 
work. More information can be found:
• In harmonisation ‘fact sheets’ – for a succinct introduction to a (proposed) 
harmonisation topic

• In PROMOTioN deliverables

• In academic publications

• In associated guidelines / recommended practices / standards (where already 
published)

• Good starting point for further details is PROMOTioN Deliverable D11.2: ‘Report on 
harmonisation of HVDC systems’ including fact sheets (www.promotion-offshore.net)

HVDC protection systems – towards harmonisation

Further information – Fact sheets and report on harmonisation of 
HVDC systems.
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https://www.promotion-offshore.net/fileadmin/PDFs/D11.2_Report_on_harmonisation_of_HVDC_systems.pdf
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•Wide range of HVDC protection system activities 
resulting in proposals for harmonisation 

•Ongoing or completed contributions to: 
• CIGRÉ (7 activities/contributions)

• IEC (4 activities/contributions)

• IEEE Standards Association (1 activity/contribution)

•For further details on activities see PROMOTioN 
Deliverable D11.2 – www.promotion-offshore.net

•In addition to presented contributions, suggestions for 
additional bodies who would be interested in these 
topics are very welcome. 

HVDC protection systems – towards harmonisation

Overview
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